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Introduction 
Hey there, and thanks for buying my e-book. Over the next couple of pages, I will be 

teaching you how you can easily earn $100 a month on complete autopilot. If you did not 

already know, what you have bought here is not just an e-book. Included is also a custom 

coded Python script made by me, exclusively for this e-book. Along with the bot for making 

this method autopilot, the script also contains a captcha solver, also made by me, which 

greatly decreases the amount of work you have to do for this method to work.  

 

If you have bought this e-book from the official sales thread, you might already have seen 

me say that this is a “No Bullshit E-book”. This means that I will not try to sell you some 

bullshit method that won’t work and then lie about the entire thing just to boost my sales. 

I hope that this is something you will appreciate, as I think too many e-book “authors” are 

trying to sell glorified bullshit, in form of 1-page e-books with promises of highly unrealistic 

earnings. However, what this also mean is that the estimated earnings you see in this e-

book will most likely differ from what other e-books promise, as I’m not trying to feed you 

some bullshit numbers. 

 

So though I cannot make any promises in regards to how much money you will make, I can 

say that you can easily make a hundred bucks a month, possible even much more, as I 

discuss later in this e-book. 

 

In the process of writing this e-book, I have made certain that everyone should be able to 

understand how this method works. However, by doing so, I might have made some of 

you, who are more experienced with making money online, think that this e-book is too 

long and detailed. Therefore, for those of you who just want to get a quick crash course on 

how to get started, I recommend checking out the Crash Course section located towards 

the end of the e-book. It will give you a quick rundown on how to get started with the 

method. That said, feel free to refer to the rest of the e-book for a more detailed 

description. 

 

Lastly, before we begin, please make sure to read the following disclaimer:  

Everything in this e-book, including the scripts, are provided "as is", without warranty of 

any kind. Message me and I will do my best to help you, but if, for example, the site 

featured in this method is one day updated in a way that breaks this method, am I, the 

author of this e-book, in no way responsible for updating neither the e-book nor the scripts 

provided. That said, I'll give it a shot, as I use this method myself and I would hate to see it 

go. 
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Prerequisites 
Before you can start using this method, you will need a few things. I will teach you how to 

get most of this, but I assume you have the basics. What you’ll need is: 
 A computer you can have running as much as possible. Any operating system that runs 

python should work, though the script has only been thoroughly tested on windows.  
 

 A decent internet connection. It doesn’t have to be amazing, just enough to load a 
webpage at a decent speed. You’ll also be using a lot of data in the long run, so you 
probably don’t want to use a mobile modem or some such with limited data cap. 
 

 This method works best if you can have your computer be on 24/7, though it is not 

necessary, as you can still earn money by running this part-time.   
 

 You would also greatly benefit from not having to pay for your own power. If you do 

however, you might want to invest in a Raspberry Pi, which has a very low power 

consumption. 
 

 Firefox (Can be found at https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/) 

o A Firefox profile complete with all the extension you need is included in this e-

book. However, if you end up not using the provided scripts, I recommend 

installing both adblock and adblock pop-up blocker. 

o If you use the provide scripts, you won’t have to do anything apart from actually 

having Firefox on your computer. It will automatically use the provided profile. 
 

 Python 3.4.x (Can be found at https://www.python.org/downloads/) 

Exactly what version of python you use is irrelevant, as long as it’s Python 3.4.x and not 

Python 2.7.x. Please make sure you have the right version installed, else the provided 

script will not work. 
 

 You have to download and install some Python modules. I couldn’t include them in this 

file, as PayIvy have pretty small file size limit. Instructions can be found later in the e-

book and in the .zip file itself. The .zip file can be found here (Warning: 76 MB). 
 

 A PayPal account (Register one at https://www.paypal.com/) 

  

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
https://www.python.org/downloads/
http://www.mediafire.com/download/mh9jvz1015zz41f/Python+Modules.zip
https://www.paypal.com/
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they have earned themselves. The way Trafficsia delivers that traffic is by awarding users 

with points for visiting websites using Trafficsia’s page. Those points can then be 

exchanged for either traffic to your own website or, once you have enough, actual money. 

You’ll need an Trafficsia account to proceed, so please go sign up, if you don’t have one 

already. 

Register Link 

Once you log in to your account, you should be seeing something like this: 

Getting started 

Once you have all that set up, it’s time to get to actual method. The basic principle of this 

method will be automating the use of a site called Trafficsia. Trafficsia allow websites to 

get a bunch of visitors to their site in exchange for either money, or Trafficsia points that 

http://bit.ly/1BSzdcg
http://bit.ly/1BSzdcg
http://bit.ly/1BSzdcg
http://trafficsia.com/?ref=ZDooX
http://trafficsia.com/?ref=ZDooX
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If you go to Traffic Exchange, you should have two options. Surf and Twitter. What we will 

be using is the standard website surf. I recommend leaving the Twitter method for later, as 

we will be maximizing the amount of credits we will be able to earn later. Upon clicking the 

Surf button, you’ll go to the Surf Page where there will be a website and a top bar where 

you can see how much you’ve made, along with a red countdown. Once the countdown 

reaches zero, a button will appear that will take you to the next site. Each time you do you, 

you’ll by default be earning 1 TEP (Traffic Exchange Point). TEPs can be exchanged to real 

life money, at a rate of 10,000 TEPs per $1. You will be able to withdraw the money once 

you have $20, the equivalent of 200,000 points.  

But hang on, getting 200,000 points would take roughly 46 days of continuous clicking. 

That’s not what you signed up for, right? Well, this is where Trafficsia’s premium 

membership come into play. Depending on whether you’ve bought the bronze, silver or 

gold tier, you’ll get 3, 5 or 10 times the amount of TEPs than you normally would. Getting a 

premium membership is an investment, but I can assure you that it can easily be worth it. 

Below is a table of what you will need to help you decide what kind of membership you 

want to buy. 

 Free Bronze Silver Gold 

Monthly cost $0 $8 $20 $30 

TEP per website 1 3 5 10 

Payout target $10 $15 $15 $20 

Days for payout 46 11.5 7 2.3 

Weekly earnings $3 $9 $15 $30 

Monthly net gain1 $13 $31 $45 $100 

Daily quote2 0 hours 6.17 hours 9.25 hours 6.94 hours 
 

1 Net gain meaning that we have accounted for the monthly membership cost. 

2 The amount of hours you would have to sit and click each day in order to pay for the membership.  

By looking as this table you can see that buying a gold membership would definitely be 

worth it in the long run, but if you don’t have the 30 bucks to invest, I recommend either 

waiting until you do or going for another type of membership. So $100 dollars a month is 

pretty sweet, but who wants to sit and click a button every 20 seconds for an entire 

month? No one, especially not you. This is why I’ve made a Python script and a captcha 

solver, both included in this e-book. 
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Automating it 

When I first thought of this method, I made a simple iMacro script to click the button for 

me. For those interested the script it also included, but I wouldn’t recommend using it. I 

noticed that I would be logged off every once in a while and since the site used a captcha, I 

couldn’t exactly just log back in. Since my iMacro skill I very limited I decided that Python 

was by far the better option for me to create the scripts in. I ended up using the Selenium 

Python module along with some relatively simple template recognition code I wrote for 

the captcha. If you want to know more about the script, feel free to take a look at the 

source code, as I’ve commented most of the code.  

Before we can run the script, we’ll need to install some dependencies. These can all be 

found in a folder you downloaded earlier. There’s four .exe files to install and a folder 

called “Put content in site-packages”. The content of that folder has to be put into the site-

packages folder, which can usually be found at “C:\Python34\Lib\site-packages”. If you 

have a folder called Python27, please note that this is the wrong version of Python and 

that you’ll need to update to version 3.4. 

Mac and Linux user 

Please note that you will currently have to install the Python module called PIL (or the fork 

called Pillow) manually or run the bot without the captcha solver. Please note that the 

method still works, but you may have to check back on it every once in a while, as you can 

be required to solve a captcha every now and again. I am terribly sorry for this. Please feel 

free to contact me if you have any questions. This does not affect Windows users! 

Once you’re ready to run the script, you can either run the actual python script or use the 

provided batch file for convenience. First you’ll be asked to enter your Trafficsia 

credentials, then a Firefox window should open and navigate to Trafficsia, using the 

provided Firefox profile. The script will then proceed to log in and navigate to the surfing 

page. Now all you have to do is minimise the window and wait. It’s as simple as that. You 

might want to occasionally check back on the script, as there can sometimes be bugs on 

the site that will make the it require a restart. I have tried my best to make the software 

able to recover for most errors, but something unexpected might happen. If you frequently 

encounter a specific error, feel free to message me and I will do my best to help.  

I’ve had my script run for weeks without interruptions, but since Trafficsia can be bit 

buggy, I recommend checking back on the script once a day. Also if you decide to leave it 

on overnight or when you’re not at your computer I recommend having the Firefox 

window in focus as the bot can in the worst case bug out and stop clicking. 
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Optimising it 

While the method is working just fine as it is, and you should be earning a good amount of 

money by now, you might earn even more. Luckily, there are a number of ways we can 

increase our earnings. First, you might want to invest in a dedicated laptop so you can 

make sure the script runs 24/7. If you are concerned about power, or if you don’t have a 

spare laptop laying around, you could invest in a Raspberry Pi to run it on. I won’t go into 

details on how you can set up a Raspberry Pi, as there are plenty of guides on this online. 

Another thing you can do is to get your daily login bonus. Depending on your type of 

membership you get an amount of TEP each day you log in. You can find more information 

memberships here. This won’t earn you a lot of extra TEPs, but in the end, it all adds up.  

Earlier I talked a bit about there being an option to follow people on Twitter to gain thrice 

the amount of TEPs you would for surfing. A gold member would earn 30 TEPs per follow, 

which is why I recommended you to wait until you bought a golden membership, as there 

is a limited number of twitter profiles to follow. It’s unfortunately that the Twitter option is 

at the time of writing not very popular and few people use it for their account. This means 

that you can’t follow more than a few people before you run out of account to follow. It 

will probably give you a few hundred TEPs as it is right now, but it’s not much in the grand 

scheme of things. If however the Twitter option were to become popular one day, it would 

be a great way of earning a lot of TEPs. I will try to update the script with a Twitter follow 

bot, if there is a demand for it. Until then, you can use the old iMacro script that I’ve 

included.  

Another way to earn some more money is by referring people to the site, using your 

personal referral link. You will probably look something like this: 

http://trafficsia.com/traffics/index.php?ref=YourUsername 

Please note that depending on your type of membership, you might only be able to refer a 

limited number of people. I actually had a bit difficulty finding out exactly how much you 

earn from each referral, but according to the site you can earn up to 5%. If you find good 

ways to refer people to the site this can be an excellent way to boost your earnings. 

The final, most efficient way to boost your earnings is by running multiple accounts. 

Trafficsia’s terms clearly state that you cannot register multiple accounts from the same IP, 

so I highly recommend finding a spare computer or using a VPS when doing this. Please 

note that if you use a VPN or Proxy, you are highly likely to get banned. This will 

obviously multiply your earning for each account you run. You can eve refer yourself for 

maximum income. Watch out though, I cannot guarantee you won’t get caught and I am 

NOT responsible if you get banned. That said, I personally plan on running at least one 

extra account, if not more. 

http://trafficsia.com/traffics/members/store.php?m=offers
http://trafficsia.com/traffics/index.php?ref=YourUsername
http://trafficsia.com/?ref=ZDooX
http://trafficsia.com/?ref=ZDooX
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The crash course 
If you just want to get started with this method quickly, this is for you. I do however also 

recommend reading the full e-book, as it provides a lot of important information. 

1. Install Firefox and Python 3.4 

2. Put the content of the “Put this in site-packages” folder into the following path: 

Windows: “C:\Python34\Lib\site-packages” 

Mac: “/usr/local/lib/python3.4/dist-packages” 

3. Sign up for a Trafficsia account 

4. Sign up for a PayPal account if you don’t have one already 

5. Make sure that you’re not using a VPN or Proxy. You WILL get banned if you do. 

6. Run the included Python script and follow the instruction on the screen 

7. Lean back, wait and enjoy your money. 

 

FAQ. 
Q. I’ve requested a payout but I haven’t received anything yet. What up with that? 

A. Trafficsia says to allow up to 7 days for a payment to go through. If you have still not 

received your payment, please submit a ticket to Trafficsia from here. 

Q. I want to ramp up my earnings. Can I register multiple accounts on the same IP? 

A. No, you cannot. But you CAN register and run multiple accounts from other computers, 

even if they’re on the same network.  

Q. Can I use a VPN or proxy to run multiple instances of this method? 

A. No, you should under no circumstance run Trafficsia with a VPN or Proxy. Trafficsia 

clearly state that they ban all users using a VPN or Proxy. 

Q. The script isn’t working. What should I do? 

A. If you’re certain you’ve followed the instructions and it still doesn’t work, please refer to 

the support section below. 

Q. The website is down. What should I do? 

A. It happens every once in a while. Most likely Trafficsia is just upgrading the site. 

Q. I can’t log in. Have I been banned!? 

A. Most likely, no. First, make sure you’ve typed in your account info correctly. If the 

problem persists, it might be a bug on Trafficsia. Resetting your password should help. 

http://bit.ly/1BSzdcg
http://trafficsia.com/?ref=ZDooX
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Support 
If you have any kind of questions or problems with this method, feel free to write to me on 

any of the platforms listed below. I provide support as fast as I can, so usually within a day. 

If you need any help, please make sure that you have read the entire e-book, not just the 

crash course. You will be required to verify your purchase, as I only offer support to those 

who have actually bought this e-book. 

 

Serial is required for any kind of support 

Skype: TheGreatWizardOfDos 

HF:       The Wizard of Dos 

Mail:    thegreatwizardofdos@gmail.com 

 

Trafficsia also provides support themselves and they’re usually pretty fast at responding. 

You can send them a ticket here if you have any issues or questions regarding the site. 

 

Afterword 
First of all, thank you for reading my e-book. It has been great fun writing it and I really 

hope you’ve enjoyed it. This is my first ever e-book, so feedback of any kind is greatly 

appreciated. If you’ve enjoyed this e-book I would be truly thankful if you went to the sales 

thread and gave the e-book a vouch. I’m also very interested in screenshots and such, of 

proof that you made some money using this e-book.  

 

Finally, if you want to earn some extra cash and become an affiliate, I have a pretty sweet 

deal where you earn $5 for every copy of this e-book you sell. If you’re interested in this, 

feel free to contact me on any of the platforms mentioned above. 

 

- The Wizard of Dos 

http://hatscripts.com/addskype?TheGreatWizardOfDos
http://www.hackforums.net/private.php?action=send&uid=2208863
mailto:thegreatwizardofdos@gmail.com
http://trafficsia.com/traffics/contactus.php

